MAPT mutations should be considered when there is an autosomal dominant family history of a PSP syndrome, particularly of young onset and with prominent behavioural features.
Introduction
Mutations in the MAPT gene are causative of neurodegenerative disorders in the frontotemporal lobar degeneration spectrum [1] [2] [3] . The majority of patients present with behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), i.e. personality change and behavioural symptoms, although this may subsequently be associated with parkinsonism. However, some patients have a primary parkinsonian syndrome which can be a corticobasal syndrome or more rarely a progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) syndrome [4, 5] . Of the 44 pathogenic mutations in MAPT currently described (http://www.molgen.ua.ac. be/FTDMutations/) only 8 have been associated with a PSP syndrome [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . We describe a novel L284R mutation in exon 10 of the MAPT gene in a family with an autosomal dominant PSP syndrome.
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Results
DRC292 is a Caucasian family from the South of England ( fig. 1 ). Little history is available in previous generations of the family, although 1.1 became wheelchair bound in midlife and died at a young age. 2.1 developed problems in the early 40s, in that the family noticed that the eyes had a staring quality and there was increasing difficulty judging distances. From the same time there were multiple falls and shortly afterwards a progressive dementing illness, followed by death at the age of 48 years. 3.1 developed a change in personality (particularly increased obsessiveness) in the mid-40s with falls from around the same time. 3.1 was subsequently diagnosed with PSP and became increasingly immobile and eventually mute, dying at the age of 52 years. 3.2 also developed a personality change at the age of 43 years with apathy and increased irritability as well as worsening memory for recent events and backward falls from around the same time. The neurological examination at the age of 45 years revealed a parkinsonian syndrome with increased tone in all 4 limbs. There was a full range of smooth pursuit eye movements but abnormal saccadic eye movements, particularly in the vertical plane. There was also difficulty with eyelid opening and a dysarthria. 3.2 was diagnosed with PSP at this assessment, deteriorating rapidly from this time with worsening mobility and dying 4 years after onset at the age of 47 years.
Patient 3.2 consented to donate a blood sample to a dementia genetics study investigating autosomal dominant dementia families [15] and was found to have a novel C T T ] C G T mutation in exon 10 of the MAPT gene causing substitution of a leucine at position 284 with an arginine (L284R; numbering according to 2N4R, the longest CNS isoform of tau). This mutation has not previously been reported, though the same codon is affected by the pathogenic silent L284L mutation (CT T ] CTC) which has been reported as causing a frontotemporal lobar degeneration syndrome with behavioural symptoms, executive dysfunction and memory impairment [16, 17] . L284R probably has the same effect as L284L, which affects a predicted A/C-rich splicing enhancer (ACE) and causes a strong shift to exon-10-containing (4R tau) transcripts [16] . However, L284R also causes a non-conservative change from the hydrophobic leucine to the polar, positively charged arginine ( fig. 2 ) . It is therefore possible that the mutation has the dual pathogenic effect of increased exon 10 inclusion combined with impaired microtubule binding and/or aggregation due to increased ␤ -sheet content, as seen with the missense mutations. This mechanism may also apply to other exon 10 mutations (N279K, P301L/S, S305N) that have been associated with a clinical and pathological PSP or corticobasal syndrome phenotype [18] . Unfortunately, DNA was not available from other members of the family to investigate whether the mutation segregated with the presence of disease. 
Discussion
DRC292 have an autosomal dominant PSP syndrome with early falls and a behavioural syndrome, an onset in the 40s and disease duration around 4-7 years. Reviewing previous descriptions of PSP syndromes associated with MAPT mutations ( table 1 ), many of the cases in fact have had a fairly atypical PSP syndrome [7, 9, 19, 20] with a diagnosis of PSP (or atypical PSP) having been given to the patient because of the development of a supranuclear gaze palsy some time during the course of the illness usually in association with falls, parkinsonism and a dementia (usually of the bvFTD type). With this said, however, there are undoubtedly some patients reported who have a more typical PSP syndrome with few early features apart from gaze palsy or falls [11, 12] . Although little information is available in the family reported here, they all appeared to present with early features of a PSP syndrome but also in some cases with behavioural and cognitive features consistent with bvFTD. In summary, a PSP syndrome is a rare manifestation of MAPT mutations, but screening should be considered in families where there is an autosomal dominant history of a PSP syndrome, particularly of young onset and when there are accompanying features suggestive of bvFTD. 
